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Poverty traps

A situation in which self-reinforcing mechanisms maintain poverty

poor

non-poor This representation:

+ Encourages focus on persistent 
poverty

- Ignores the multiple dimensions of 
poverty

- Encourages interventions based 
around asset inputs that can backfire 
(Easterly 2006)



Goals

Even when playing on economists’ turf, to:

• Challenge and extend the dominant narrative about poverty traps

• Show how conventional asset inputs are not always effective (even 
under narrow economic understandings of poverty)

• Highlight under-represented narratives about poverty

• Study how effective poverty alleviation depends on context
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Middle-range theory (Merton)

• From empirical cases, construct theories that apply across a range of 
cases

• But do not aim to be universal





Relationship Assumption/Observation

Poverty and environmental degradation • Poor people degrade the environment
(e.g. due to political and socio-economic relations)

• Poor people do not degrade the environment

Conventional agricultural intensification 
and environmental degradation

• Intensification degrades
• Intensification does not degrade

Sustainable intensification and 
environmental degradation

• Sustainable intensification works
• Sustainable intensification can be ‘greenwash’

Economic development and 
environmental degradation

• Environmental Kuznets curve holds
• Environmental Kuznets curve does not hold

Traditional knowledge and 
environmental conservation

• Traditional knowledge and practice conserve the environment
• People should decouple from agricultural land to conserve the 

environment

Social, economic, political and environmental contexts (such as power 
relationships) influence which relationship holds in a given place





Stylised dynamical model

1. Start from conventional poverty trap model of 
physical capital

2. Add natural and cultural capital dimensions

3. Use relationships from literature to code causal 
mechanisms in model

4. Apply different poverty alleviation pathways

5. Find emergent result



Physical capital
Natural capital

Poor do not degrade
Intensification degrades

Conventional asset input



Physical capital
Natural capital
Cultural capital

Poor do not degrade
Intensification degrades

Conventional asset input



Physical capital
Natural capital
Cultural capital

Poor do not degrade
Intensification degrades

Transformation



Physical capital
Natural capital

Poor people degrade
Sust. intensification works

Conventional asset input



Implications

• Demonstrate that interactions between multiple dimensions of 
poverty are vital

• Help legitimise in economic modelling discourse underrepresented 
pathways such as food sovereignty

• Use stylised poverty trap models to make transparent assumptions 
and explore consequences of assumptions

• Use resilience thinking to integrate diverse perspectives on poverty



Future research

• Test using set of empirical cases

• Nutrient-water-soil quality traps and role of sequencing (current 
postdoc)

• More dimensions: health, education

• Power and history





Subscribe to our newsletter

www.stockholmresilience.org/subscribe

Thank you!


